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Author Submission Materials
 Draft of content as a Word file or 

Google Doc* link
*Please share Google Doc access with 
publications@dzone.com.

 Diagrams submitted as separate files 
in high-quality PNG or JPG format 
(square or vertical)

 Author headshot submitted as 
separate file in high-quality PNG 
or JPG format, size 600x600px, and 
suited for placement in a round frame

 Author biography — maximum of 400 
characters, including spaces

 DZone username* — profile must 
include first and last name, headshot, 
job title, and company
*Due to GDPR, we cannot create a DZone 
profile for the author.

Refcard Content Guidelines
The Refcard word count is a minimum of 2,500 and no 
more than 3,000 words total, which should include a mix 
of text, tables, diagrams, and code as required by the 
Refcard topic coverage. Note: Images count toward total 
word count at 100 words per image.

• Content should be direct and digestible, and present 
difficult concepts through easy-to-process ways like 
diagrams or tables.

• Graphics should illustrate ideas simply, as intricate 
images are not readable in our Refcard's two-column 
layout — columns are 3.5" wide.

• Concepts should be concise, clear, and practical with 
several examples included.

• Content should include additional resources relevant 
to the given topic (e.g., communities, useful libraries, 
documentation, related Refcards) in a separate 
section at the end of the Refcard.

For Refcards that are useful to your target audience, we 
encourage authors to frame content around principles, 
concepts, models, and/or examples so readers can easily 
follow along. If discussing application features, authors 
should address those that are ubiquitous industry-wide so 
readers can get started without paying for a service.

Please note that content should follow the structure 
outlined in your established Refcard type template. Type 
templates can be found under Refcard resources here.

Please exclude any product or brand promotion and 
marketing messaging or jargon in the Refcard body 
text. All brand and product messaging is reserved for the 
DZone Refcard Sponsorship package, which includes a 
full-page ad, box ad, and logo.

Content Development Process
Sponsor authors work with the DZone Publications 
team for the Refcard editorial review:

1. The author drafts new (or updated) Refcard 
content and sends a full first draft to the 
DZone Publications team.

2. The Publications team reviews the first draft 
and sends editorial feedback to the author.

3. The author and Publications team collaborate 
and agree on revisions, and the Publications 
team makes final copy edits.

4. The author provides final signoff on the 
Refcard content.
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